
 

POKE A DOT RED by Sirus Magic s

An unusual and incredible color changing deck OPENER, with multi phased
powerful hits of strong magic, before you even get to the color change.
Once changed you can then go straight into the rest of your working set.
Thanks to the 'reset as you go' way of performing, you are ready to show it again
immediately.

With a wave, a painted Dot becomes a hole and then returns to its solid form.
Once a selection has then been made, a mismatched coloured dot, impossibly
fuses to the spectators selection, before the whole deck itself changes colour,
either from red to blue or blue to red.

"This is just a great trick, it makes a fantastic opening routine. Strong visuals, it's
quick.. And not just about picking a card. And then you finish with the colour
changing deck finale. And you are left with a regular deck of cards plus the reset
is almost instantaneous, this is a real working routine 4 phases and each is an
eye candy moment.
Super practical.
No angle issues.
Easy to do.
No table needed.
Lots of audience interaction.
I love this.
Absolutely without a shadow of a doubt it's going into my act, and that's why it's
my trick of the week.I give it 100%"
- Craig Petty - Creator of .....well lots....too much to list here.....c'mon, you know
who he is!

"What do you get if you cross the fake hole/real hole plot, with a colour changing
deck? You get one of the most workable and commercial card routines to be
released in the past 10 years! Sirus is a genius, I will be using this a lot, I only
wish he hadn't finally released it to everyone else!!"
- Kev Mark - Creator of Bullseye

"Creative , fun, and hits the spectator with multiple beats of magic. I love it. An
incredible opener."
- Lord Harri - Creator of Minify and Harris Little Helper
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